What is a PopGrip?

- All PopGrips have an accordion-like design that allows them to fold flat! PopGrip users can easily store their smartphone in their pocket, purse, or fanny pack.
- Each grip has a high-quality rinsable repositionable gel adhesive so users can re-stick their PopGrip to their device as needed.
- A PopGrip works as a phone grip and media stand in one so you can text with one hand, snap better selfies, and watch cat videos hands-free.

**NEW**

**PopGrip - Swappable**
As low as $5.23 (c)
- The original PopGrip
- Up to full color imprinting

**NEW**

**PopMinis**
As low as $8.90 (c)
- The original PopGrip

**PopGrip - Aluminum**
As low as $8.65 (c)
- The original PopGrip with an aluminum finish
- Available in eight colors

**PopGrip - Diamond Aluminum**
As low as $9.57 (c)

**PopGrip - Vegan Leather**
As low as $9.15 (c)

*Setups and run charges may apply. Inquire with your sales rep for more info. Prices subject to change without prior notice, contingent on potential tariffs. Contact us to verify pricing.*
**NEW**

**PopMirror**
As low as $9.98 (c)
- Dual mirror, PopGrip and phone stand in one
- Full-color imprinting

**PopGrip - Wood**
As low as $10.57 (c)
- Available in Bamboo and Rosewood
- Laser engraving or full-color imprint

**PopGrip - Iridescent**
As low as $10.65 (c)

**PopThirst Can Holder**
As low as $9.73 (c)

**PopThirst Cup Sleeve**
As low as $9.73 (c)
- Easily hold a hot beverage with a built-in PopSockets Grip on your cup sleeve

**PopWallet**
As low as $11.57 (c)
- Mobile wallet with full-color imprinting
- Easily remove wallet for Qi wireless charging

**PopWallet+**
As low as $14.98 (c)

---

**Add a Mount to your PopGrip.**
Mount combos available for PopGrip, PopGrip - Swappable, PopGrip - Aluminum, PopWallet+ Lite, PopGrip - Vegan Leather, PopGrip - Iridescent, and PopWallet+.
Inquire with your Sales Rep.

*Setups and run charges may apply. Inquire with your sales rep for more info.*